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Nomenclature: 

Memory sizes and cache sizes: Disk izes and transfer rates: 

tho = 2!bytes. = 1024byfes, 1 = 10bytes = 1000068. 
tibit = 2 bts = 102¢bis. 1Kbt = 10°bis = 10006. 

Mo = 2°bytes. = 1.048.S76bytes. ‘Mb = 10*bytes. = 1.000,000bytes. 
1Mbt = 2>its, = 1.048.576. ‘Mbit = Fis = 1.000 006i 

1G> = 2byes = 1.073.741 824bytes. 1G> = 10Pbytes = 1.000.000,000bytes.       
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25 MHz RSOQ0A RISC processor. 
25 MHz R3010A RISC Floating Point Copro- 

‘cessor (FPO). 
23,0 Mips. 17.3 SPECmark. 

Spit, crect mapped and physical cache, 64K 
each, 
Line size of 8 32-bit words. 
\Wiite-through with a four word deep write 
batfer. 

Max. cache memory bandwith of 200 Mise. 
41-4 memory mother modules can be con- 
nected. 

Max. 256 Mb memory wit ertor detection and 
‘correction code 

= Max. burst rate from memory system to cache 
‘memory is 100 Mb/sec. 

= Includes a POWER ON diagnostic program. 

Meare mer assy 

‘= The R3010A Floating Point Coprocessoris 
tightly coupled to the R3000A RISC processor. 

1» The pipelined FPC executes in paral with the 
pipetned CPU. The FPC conforms to ANSV 

IEEE Standard for Binary Floating Point Ath 
‘metic 754-1985 and contains four independent 

arithmetios functional unt. 
18 The R3000A processor utizes caches with 

very high bandwith for high execution speed 
‘and uses advanced features tke instruction 
streaming. 

1» Theprocessor cache systemis closely coupledto 
‘high bandwidth memory system. 

1s The memory supports block mode transfers 
andis two-way interleaved. 

1» The memory system supports an ecient n- 
terface tothe VO bus with concurrent opera- 
tions and support for fast block transfers, 

1 Provides eaty fait detection by use ofthe 
inital sel test. 

  

= Meinory mother module for 2- 4 daughter 
modules. 

«= Easy and flexible upgrading possibilties. 
11 Simple configuration and ecient servicing.
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‘MIOC Multiple 1/0 Controller 

= Controledby the 23000 application processsor 
‘module. 

= Supports the F3000A memory bandwith 
requirements. 

= Supports error detection and correction code. 

1» Alows upgrading with state-of the-art DRAM 
technology. 

Memory daughter modules are available with 256 kbit,1 Mbit or4 Mbit dynamic RAM technology. The 
‘daughter modules are 32 bits wide plus seven error detection and correction bits. A daughter module 
holds a memory of 1 Mb, 4 Mb or 16 Mb. The maximum size of memory on one memory mother module 

is 64 Mb, Le. four daughter modules of 16 Mb each. 

= 32 bit 20 MHz MCB8020 processor. 
+ Dedicated 1 Mb memory for programs and 

data, 
+ 4-32 Mb multiport memory for isk cache 
and buffers. 

= One standard interface for floppy disk dives. 
= Two independent standard SCS! host 
intertaces for connection to SCSI standard 

peripheral units, 
‘The SCS interfaces conform to ANSI X3.131. 
‘The multiport memory system contains multiple 
‘concurrent DMA channels with scatter/gather 

functions. 
‘The V/O bus interface supports burst opera- 

tions. 
Includes a POWER ON diagnostic program. 

= 20 MHz MC68030 processor with on-chip 
‘pit instruction and data cache, 256 bytes 
‘each, and with on-chip Memory Management 
Unit (IMU). 

= Communications controller used for connec- 
tion of LANs, WANs and asynchronous 
Peripherals (terminals, printers, PCs, modems 
tc.) 

+ 2-16 Mb patty protected local memory. 
= Memory cache bandwidth of 53 Mb/sec. 
+ One asynchronous channel for a serial RS232 

‘console connection. 
= 1-210 submodules may be mounted on the 

‘MOC. 
= VO bandwidth of 20 Mb/sec. 
+= Includes a POWER ON diagnostic program. 

  

1 Dedicated processor wth an optimized me- 
ory system for efficent offloading of the 

application processors. 
1 The disk cache is implemented using an 
advanced software algorithm for avery low 
mis rate. 

1» The caching facities are configurable depen- 
«ing on the system needs. 

‘= The standard interface guarantees access 10 
large umber of state-of-the-art peripheral 
units, i.e. disk dives, 1/4 streaming tape 

<hrives, 8 mm video tape drives, DAT drives, 
1/2" magtape dives etc. 

1» Concurrent operation ofthe two SCSI inter- 
faces supports advanced features, such as 
rmirored disk systems, striped disk systems 

‘and dual hosted disk systems. 
1 ficient transfer of data between the SCSI 
interface and the application processors’ me- 
‘mory modules. 

18 High VO throughout. 
1 Provides early fait detection through use of 
‘an inital se test 

t= The MIOC is a halt-sized Supermax submo- 
due leaving space for two VO submodules 

within the same bus position. 
‘= The local memory is interfeaved and arbitrated 

between the Supermax VO bus, the onboard 
'M068030 processor and the two /O submodu- 
les. 

‘= For each MIOC a maximum of two VO boards 
may be selected from an expanding number 
‘of VO boards, now including: Ethernet, Token 
ing (4MHz or 16MH2}, four channel synchro- 
‘nous communication, 8 or 32 channel 
asynchronous communication. 

1» Provides early fault detection through use of 
an initial sel test. 
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= Used for test of Supermax configurations. 

BACKPLANE BUS 

Test Supermax modules (CPUs and VO 
controls) and peripheral units as stand-alone 
units. 

‘Test the interaction between the units. 
Loaded into each Supermax module from a 
diskette (operator mode) or from a Winchester 
disk (non-operator mode). 

‘Stand-alone microcomputer for installation in 

‘A 1/2" floppy disk drive 
Fan control logic. 

4 serial asynchronous RS232 channels. 
‘Service port amplifier. 

Front panel LCD display. 

Ai 

iepoebanlenehtons ‘multemaster 

hdres cepa of 1 Gb n 16 erent 
unit. ‘ 
82 bit data path. 
Sopporis 16 and 9 it ead and wate 
transactions. 
‘Supports 32 bit burst read and wie trans- 
actions. 
‘Supports locked read/write transactions. 

Muitiplexed synchronous single master bus. 
‘Addressing capabilty of 256 Mi. 
‘82 bit data path plus 7 bit eror detection and 

‘correction code, 
‘Architectural bus bandwidth exceeds 100 Mb/ 
sec. 

Supports 32 bit read and write transactions. 
Supports 32 bit burst read and write 

transactions. 

1» Every module in a Supermax is easly tested 
‘and property iagnosticized, othe smallest 
field-changeable module. 

‘= Can run automatically in non-operator mode, 
‘and test resuits can be reviewed during normal 
‘operation of the Superman. 

1 Service computer for supervision ofthe 
‘Supermax. 

Battery-backed-p realtime clock. 
= Temperature monitoring, 

1» Power supply voltage monitoring and adjust- 
ments during diagnostics. 

1» Supermax up-time statistics. 
1» Extended error logging. 
‘8 Connection for remote diagnostics and 

troubleshooting. 
1s Reduced noise level inthe office environment 

    

‘actions required in a bus-based muti-proces- 
sor system. 

1» Al singe bit erors are detected, corrected. 
‘and logged. 

‘= Al dual bit erors are detected and logged.
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+ Connects the Supermax to inteligent pert 
jpherals, such as Winchester disks, magnetic 
tapes etc. 

+ The DIOC module is supplied with two SCSI 
interfaces. 

Re usa Saas) 

MTBF of 150.000 hours. 
Full-height 51/4" form-ft mounting. 
Formatted capacty of approx. 1398 Mb, 
(Closedloop digital servo system. 
‘Average seek time of 14 msec. 
‘Average latency of 8.39 msec. 
Internal data transfer of 23.33 Mbits/sec. 

Interface data transfer of 1.6 Mb/sec asyn- 
‘chronous or 4.8 Mb/sec synchronous. 
‘N-segment Read Ahead Caching, 

MTBF of 150.000 hours. 
Fultheight 5 1/4" form-ft mounting 
Formatted capacity of approx. 674 Mb. 
‘Closed-oop cial servo system. 
‘Average seek time of 16 msec, 

‘Average latency of 8.33 msec. 
Intemal data transfer of 15 Mbits/sec. 
Interface data transfer of 1.6 Mb/seo 
‘asynchronous oF 4.0 Mb/sec synchronous. 

+ Read Ahead Caching. 

= MTBF of 150,000 hours. 
= Half-height 5 1/4" form mounting. 
+ Formatted capacity of approx. 336 Mb. 
= Closed-loop digital servo system. 
= Average seek time of 14 msec. 
= Average latency of 8.33 msec. 

  

18 As the DIOC has two SCS! interfaces, up to | 
14 separate SCSI channels can be connected 

to the Supermax. | 
1 The Supermaxis able to provide concuent 
‘access to more than 100 Winchester disks. 

1s High performance, embedded SCS! con- | 
troler. 

18 Caching allows data requests to be serviced 
from the 256 kb dual ported butte. 

1= Sophisticated defect handling via inne defect 
‘management. + 

‘= Data integrity and retry mechanisms include | 
interface party and retry using data and servo 
strobe offset. 

‘= 48 bit computer generated Error Correcting 
Code ECC). 

High performance, embedded SCSI controler. 
1» Caching alows data requests to be serviced | 
‘fom the 64 Kb dual ported buffer. | 
coats es nuns ees 

. Daa Bogard ety mechani nde 
interface panty and retry using data and servo 
strobe offset. 

1= 48 bit computer generated Error Correcting 
‘Code (ECC). | 

High performance, embedded SCSI controler. 
1 Caching allows data requests to be serviced 
from the 64 kb dual ported buter. 

1» Sophisticated defect handling via inne defect 

  
    

management, 
1 Data integity and retry mechanisms include 
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+ Intemal data transfer of 15 Mbits/sec. 
+ Interface data transfer of 1.6 Mb/sec asyn- 
‘chronous or 4.0 Mb/sec synchronous. 

= Read Ahead Caching, 

MTBF of 150.000 hours, 
Haltheight § 1/4" fomft mounting. 
Formatted capacity of approx. 145 Mb. 
‘Closed!-oop ciital servo system. 
‘Average seek ime of 16 msec. 
‘Average latency of 8.33 msec. 
Internal data transfer of 10 Mbxts/se0. 
Interface data transfer of 1.6 Mb/sec 
‘asynchronous or 4.0 Mb/sec synchronous. 

= Read Ahead Caching. i 

+ Miroring duplicates each data disk drive, Uses 
<hves in mutipes of two. Writes to both disks 

“simultaneously. 
+ Any dive can be selected for read operations. 
+ Ifa disk drive fal, its mirorcrive continues the 

‘operation 
+ Four sets of mirored disk can be connected to 

a DIOC module. 
= A pair of miored disks connects to separate 
SCSI channels. 

+= This system combines two techniques: Disk 
miroring and disk striping. 

= Striping divides data into multiple pieces and 
transfers these pieces to multiple disk drives in 
parallel. 

+ The disk system contains a DIOC module with 
two SCSI channels and eight disks. 

= The disks are seen as a single disk with a 
capacity of 1520 or 3040 Mb. 

= The bandwidth i 6 to 8 times the bandwidth of 
‘one Winchester ok. 

= Atechnique connecting a single disk, a set of 
rmirored cisks oracisksystemtotwoSupermax 
computer systems. 

~ The dualhosted disks are ownedby a computer 
system, but the ownership can be changed to 
the other system in case of system error. 

intertace parity and retry using data and servo 
strobe offset 

1= 48 bit computer generated Error Correcting 
Code (ECC). 

1= High performance, embedded SCS! controle. 
‘= Caching allows data requests to be serviced 
‘rom the 64 kb dual ported buffer. 

'= Sophisticated defect handling via inine defect 
‘managemet. 

«= Data itegity and retry mechanisms include 
intertace party and retry using data and servo 
strobe offset. 

1» 48 bit computer generated Error Correcting 
Code (ECO) 

  

‘= Inoreases data availabilty. 
‘= During mutine reads, any drive can satisy a 
single read operation, thus doubling the read 
transaction rate. 

1 High performance and high availabilty disk 
system. 

1 The techniques offer an improved data rate and 
_adramaticimprovementin isk transaction rate. 

1 Enables sxto eighties as many simutaneous 
User transactions compared to one disk. 

1» Redundant computer system securing access 
tocrtical user data in case of erorin one of the 
Computer systems, 
1 High performance and high avaabilty disk 

system. 
1» Ensures high avalabilty for the total Supemax 
‘computer system. 

alae aegis) 

+ High-capacity unit used for booting the 
ee eee 
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= Supports formats with capacities from 320 to 
1200 kb. 

= SA400 type interface to the DIOC module. 
‘= Average access time of 100 msec. 
= Average latency of 100/83.3 msec, 
= Data transfer rate of 250 or 500 kb/sec. 
= High-capacty unit used for booting the 
‘Supermax, software strbution andtransaction, 
‘oaging, ~ Supports formats with the capacities of 720 kb 

and 1.44 Mb. 
~ SA4OO type interiaoe to the DIOC module. 
+ Average aocess time of 100 msec. 
+ Average latency of 100 msec. 
+ Data transfer rate of 250 or 00 kb/s. 

  ara) 

+ Provides high-speed backup for fixed disks. 
Also used for software istrbution between 
systems and transaction logging. 

+ Fulbheight 51/4" fomft mounting, 
+ Capacity of5000Mb onan 8mm video cartridge. 
+ Sustained data transfer rate of 500 kb/sec. 

  

‘8 mm helical-scan recording. 
‘Backward read and write compatible with 2000 

Mb video streamer. 
= Automatic read after write error detection. 
‘and Error Correcting Code (ECC). 

~ Provides high-speed backup for fixed disks. 
* Also used for software dstbution between 

systems and transaction logging. 
Ful-height 5 1/4" formeft mounting. 

‘Capacity 2000 Mb onan'&mm videocartidge, 
‘Sustained data transfer rate of 246 kb/sec. 

8 mm helical-scan recording. 
‘Automatic tad after write eror detection and 
Error Corecting Code ECC) 

+ Digital Aucio Tape Streamer. 
Provides high-speed backup for fixed disks, 
‘Aso used for software distribution between 
systems and transaction logging. 
Haleheight 51/4" for-ft mounting, 

Capacity of 1300 Mb on a 4 mm DAT cartridge 
‘Sustained data transfer rate of 183 kb/sec. 
ANS! Digital Data Storage (DDS) format. 
‘Automatic read aftr write error detection and 

Error Correcting Code (ECC). 

Provides high-speed backup for fixed disks. 
* Also used for sofware distribution end trans- 
action logging. Haltheight 51/4" for-ft mounting 
CCapacty of £25 Mb on a DC 6525 cartridge. 
‘Sustained data transfer rate of 200 kb/sec. 

Reads and writes Q1C-525, OIC-150 and QIC- 
420 tape formats. 

~ Backward read compatibe with QIC-24 tape 
format 

= Automatic read after write error detection and 
Error Correcting Code (ECC). 

  

1» An embedded SCS! controller connects tothe 
SCSI interface. 

1 Several tape units of various types connects to. 
‘one SCSI interface. 

12 1/Mb speed matching buffer. 

18 An embedded SCSI controler connects to the 
‘SCSI interface. 

‘= Several tape units of various types connect to 
‘one SCSI interface, 

‘= 256 kb speed matching buffer. 

18 An embedded SCSI controler connects to the 
SCSI interface. 
1 Several tape units of various types connect to 
‘one SCSI interface. 

1 512 kb speed matching buffer. 

1= An embedded SCSI controler connects to the 
‘SCSI interface. 

‘= Several tape units of various types connect to 
‘one SCSI interface, 

1» A patented tape-edge seeking method ensures 
‘rack positioning during writing. 

18 A256 kb buffer ensures streaming operation. 
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Provides backup for fixed disks. 
‘Also used for software distribution and 

‘transaction logging. 
Hal-height 5 1/4" formefit mounting. 
‘Capacity of 150 Mb on a DC 6150 cartridge. 
Sustained data transfer rate of 90 kb/sec. 
Reads and writes QIC-150 tape formats. 
Backward read compatible with QIC-120 and 
QIC-24 tape formats. 

‘Automatic read after write eror detection 

1/2" tape drive providing high-speed backup for 
fixed disks. 
Can be used for datainterchange (ily ANSI and 
IBM compatibie). 
49" form-ft mounting, 
Unformatted capacity of 46 Mb (1600 bp) or 92 
‘Mb (3200 bpi). 
Data transfer rate of 160 kb/sec. 

Recording modes: 9track 1600/3200 bpiphase 
‘encoded, ANSI and IBM compatible at 1600 

‘and 6250 bp) 
Fully automatic tape loading. 

Aditlerent chive is avaiable with enhanced 
features: 
Unformatted capacity f 180 Mb (6250 bp. 
Data transfer rate of 552 kb (6250 bp. 

Fecording modes: 9 track 6250 bp group code 
recording, ANSI and IBM compatible at 6250 
pi 

1» An embedded SCS! controler connects to the 
‘SCSI interface. 

‘= Several tape units of various types connect to 
‘one SCSI interface, 

1» Apatented tape-edge seeking method ensures 
track postioning during writing. 

‘= An embedded SCSI controler connects to the 
‘SCSI interface. 

‘= Several tape units of various types connect to 
‘one SCS! interface,



    

Systems Software 

‘The advanced Supermax hardware architecture must be matched in software to ensure maximum 
tization of the hardware resources, The Supermax Mult-CPU Operating System (SMOS) sa: i 
LUND(-based operating system talored to the Supermax hardware. It solves the complex | : 
involvedin coordinating the work within a mult-CPU computer. SMOS also includes a specially designe 
Virtual Terminal interface that ensures uniform access to terminals and printers. a 

= Supermax Mult-CPU Operating System. 
= Mul-processor system providing all the fea- 

tures of AT&T's System V Interface Definition. 
= Based on UNIX System V Release 3.1 
= Supports up to 8 simultaneous MIPS R3000A 

CPUs. 
= Handles keyboard inputs from all connected 

terminals simuitaneously without delay. 
‘= Includes a Virtual Terminal interface (VT), 
= Supports automatic logging ot hardware errors, 

‘exhausted resources etc, 
+ Supports 8 bit SO character set 

Supermax SO character set 
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= Vital Terrinal interface. 
= Configurable device-independent terminal and 
painter facies. 

= Programmabledevice-independentterminaland 
printer interfaces. 

~ Programmable 8 bit character set 

  

1s The user perceives the eight CPUs as a very 
powerful single computer. 

1» The modudar muit-processor system enables 
‘easy system growth as users’ needs increase. 

1s This standard operating systemis an open, XPG. 
‘compliant system ensuring: 

‘= COMPATIBILITY - Applications wil be able fo 
‘un on future versions of SMOS; 

‘= PORTABILITY - Applications running on a given 
hardware platform can be moved to and run\on 

‘any other harcware platform supporting the 
‘open system; 

‘= SCALABILITY (CONFIGURABILITY) - App 
cations can be run.on a wide range of compu- 

ter architectures and sizes, from laptop PCs to 
mainframes; and 

1 INTEROPERABILITY (CONNECTIVITY) ~ Appl- 
ccations can communicate with any other com- 
Buter system supporting the same data 
‘communications protocols. 

‘= A ingle terminal and printer interface ensures 
‘easy programming and minimizes the need for 
‘customization of programs. 

1» A programmable 8 bit character set facitates 
intematjonaiization of programs. 
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Used forregistration of events on the Supermax. 
+ htemsregisteredarelogns, executedcommands, 

(CPUs, disk and core usage, uptime, boots etc, 
+ Consists ofa numberof utiles andis prepared 

for local extensions. 
+ Accounting reports are generated every day, 

‘accumulated and saved fora year. 
+ Includes facites fr instalations seling 

pprocesssor ime, 

+ Industry Standard Aocess Method developed 
by Informix Software. 

= Consists of a library of C functions. 
+ Creates, manages and manipulates indexed 

fies. 

~ Logs queries, deletions andalterations made by 
various applications. 

= Closely related tothe ORACLE RDBMS. 
+ Allows library functions to be utilized by 

programmers, 
+ Meets the demands of the Danish authorities’ 

Grd security level. 

Graphical Kernel System. 
+ Implementation ofthe international standard 
{GKS (ISO 7942) on Supermax computers. 

= Primarily a set of subprograms developed in 
with a standard interface to the various 
‘programming languages. 

= Alows a fee choice of peripheral devices 
(graphic screens, printers, plotters etc.) 

= Serializes background jobs in different job 
queves. 

= Can allocate a job queue to a single CPU. 
+ Executes jobs on a given time and date as 
defined by the user. 

+ Schedules jobs in priority order. Priority for a 

given job is defined by the user. 
= Mails the result of a given job to the user. 
= The Supermax administrator can move jobs 
among jb queues. 

+ Theuser/administrator can start/stop job queues. 
+ Allows alternative display of the job spooler 

stats. 
+ Performs ca-back tothe user 
~ Logs the status of catback requests, 
+ Communicates with a modem using standard 
Hayes commands. 

+ Whenacalissconected,amodem connected 
to the Supermax must be abl to signal this to 
the computer which, subsequent, logs off the 

user. 
= When a user logs of, the Supermax signals to 

the modem to disconnect the telephone line. 

1" 

  

1» May be used to check which programs are 
executed and by whom. 

1» May be used.to find out which programs or users 
are taking up most resources. 
1 Reports are formatted for drect output to 

printer. 
1 The system is seltmanaging and needs no 

maintenance, 

1= Aquickandeficient programming too), providing 
a sold foundation of speed and data integrity, 

1= The uniform transaction logging enables easy 
system administrator monitoring at the pro- 

(cess-, user- and terminal devi levels, 

1 Asuitabletoolorthe development ofappications 
including grap, 5 

1» Alows programmers to manipuite graphics 
devices through a set of standardized functions 
‘and procedures. 

1s The standard interface makes it possible to 
‘move programs between computers. 

«= Facilitates the user'sandsystem administrator's 
task of scheduling background jobs in a way 
that does not disturb the online users, 

«= The action of a modem to a Supermax via the 
Modem Logon System ensures that only users 
‘configured in the Modem Logon system are 
able to lg in. 

1s Hayes dia-back commands are placed ina 
‘separate fl, making it possible to design dal 
back command fies diferent from Hayes. 

1» The disconnection options ensure a greater 
security against unauthorized access tothe 
‘Supermax computer. 
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‘+ Screen Generator. 
= One part is an editor for interactive description 
and manipulation of screen layout and data 
field description 

+ The other partis a library of C routines to 
manipulate the user-specified screen images | 
and data feds from user programs. 

= Gane linked to C programs or ather C 
‘compatible languages, @.9. Pascal. 

= Supermax System Supervision. 
+ Reports when a resource in the Supermax is 

‘approaching the configurable limit (e.9. disk 
‘space or internal operating system resources) 

= Sends wamings and statusinformation via UNIX 
mail 

= Messages can be sent toa central BM installa- 
tion via SNA. 

+ Meets the IBM standard format for alerts, 

‘= Menu-criven system administration tool 
= General system set-up. 
= Creation and maintenance of user logins and 

terminal connections. 
= Installation, use, administration and removal of 

software packages. 
= Administration of les, disks and portable media. 
‘Administration of the printer spooler system. 
+ Reading of system logfiles. 
= Information about active users. 
+ Shutdown and reboot facites. 
+ Backup administration, 

= Networked graphics windowing system onignaly 
developed at MIT. 

= The version ported o the Supemmaxis. X115. 
= Alows users torun programs on several different 
hosts in a network. 

= Divides the screen into multiple input and output 
areas. 

= Controls a ,bt-mapped” cisplay in which every 
piel on the screen is individually controllable, 

= Handles text and graphical input and output 
from keyboard and mouse. 

= Designed as a network protocol between an X 
ecole aa sate 

= Supports the graphical user interface Motif 
‘rom Open Software Foundation (OSF). 
= uns on X terminals, PCs and workstations. 

1= Anindependent system too! for the manage- 
"ment of screen mages and data fields from user 
‘programs in a general manner, so that pro- 
‘gramming is independent of specific screen 
layout and data field spectication, 

1» Reporting via UNIX mail enables users to 
supervise remote Supermax computers, thus 
making ita suitable tool forthe system admini- 

stator. 

1 Faciitates the system administrator's tasks. 
1 The comprehensive menu takes into account 
‘nearly al the tasks, a system administrator wil 

‘meetin connection with a Supermax computer 
system. . 

‘= Xhas become an windowing 
‘system acceded by all the major computer 
‘manufacturers. 

15 Introduces the issue of graphical user interfaces. 
to UNIX based systems. 

1» Enablesa Jookandteel"approach to application 
N. design. 

1» Byconnecting the graphicalterminals/Xterminals 
tothe network, users can run several windows 
(applications) on the screen simultaneously. This 

is made possible by a networked concept using 
‘a client/server architecture. 

‘= Can be used on a variety of raster display 
devices, ranging from simple, monochrome 

frame butlers to deep, true colour graphics 
processors. 

Fite Won acl each) 

‘The folowing languages are available for use on 
Supeax computers 

Co. 
MIPS Fortran, 
MIPS Pascal 
RM/COBOL-85. 
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~ Ath ganeration language and development tol 
developed by Data Access Corporation. 

+ 4th generation language and development tol 
developed by Informix Software, in. 
The folowing INFORMIX subproducts are 
available on the Supermax: 

= INFORMD-AGL 
+ INFORMDX-4GL Interactive Debugger 
~ INFORMIX-4GL Rapid Development System 

INFORMIX-ESQUC 

  

+ INFORMOX-Simple Engine, 

= 4th generation language and relational data 
‘base management system developed by Oracle 

‘Corporation. 
The folowing ORACLE subproductsareavaable 

(on the Supermax: 
= ORACLE RDBMS - including SOLLoader, 

‘SOL:Report and National Language 
‘Support (NLS) for Danish, American, German, 
French, ttian, Spanish, Dutch, Swedish, 
Norwegian and Finish 
‘Transaction Processing Option (TPO) 
PRO'C 
PRO‘Fortran 
SQL'Calo 
'SQLForms-incudingNLS forseverallanguages 
SOL'Menu 
‘SQL'Net 
‘SQL*Net TCP/IP 
SOL'Pus 
‘SQL'ReportWrter. 

= 4th generation language and relational data- 
‘base management system developed by 
Progress Software, 
‘ThefollowingProgress subproductsareavaiable 
for use on Supermax: 
Progress 4GL/ROBMS 
Progress Database 
Progress Developer's Tool Kit 
Progress Fast Track, 
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1 Provides the comprehensive functions of a 4th 

‘generators, and on-ine, multifle query facies. 

‘= A.complete 4th generation language and 
programming environment, lowing users to 
‘develop sophisticated applications. 

«= Provides a true relational database manage- 
ment system. 

‘= Alows programmers to combine functionalty 
with flexbity. 

1» The ORACLE Relational Database Management 
‘System (RDBMS) includes a complete set of4th 
{generation tools for decision support and 

application development. 
1 Provides multiuser support, backup and 
recovery, rowieve locking, monitoring ofsj- 
stem performance and resource utlization. 

1 Provides transparent client/server net 
architecture allowing multisite query and point- 

‘o-point update, 
1 SOL language conforms to the ANSVISO SQL 

standard, 
‘= PUSQL a procedural SOL language extension, 
provides improved performance and easier 
application development and maintenance. 

«= 24-hour orfine production with backup and 
‘ecovery to last committed transaction. 

1 Used for rapid creation of applications utilizing 
a highlevel development environment. « 

«= Alows transaction processing with multiuser 
‘concurrency and crashproot recovery features 

for each application developed.



Networking 

Bing a sere basad on open ystems the Supaax is rtgratale ina lage variety of network 
‘environments. Whether itis an SNA, an OS! or a TOP/P environment, or even a combination of 
Se ae a soatrace nn eaouate eile War ee tawra as tet 

Ethemet and Token Ring LANS (Local Area Networks). 
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Protocol Suites 

SNA PROTOCOLS 

‘SNA (Systems Network Architecture) is the name of a set of protocols defined 
‘talon ieee Spore: hoX Shao knco cad emai 

‘provide access to § 
‘The SNA protocols are typicaly used to communicate between a remote cluster of eseeasn a fatgura        
'SNA networks wil typically consist of a large number of network units (Computers, terminals etc), 
thrones a oh pa eke pes we 

OSI PROTOCOLS 

‘0S}(OpenSystems Interconnections the genericname ofS0'sntematonal Standardization Orgarization) 
‘ute of data communication prtnel 

‘Allmajor vendors and user including DDE, are commited to OS. Grea efforts are putinto 
‘fining sets of standard eters OS) Col sane era eses cor a 

defined in the so-called GOSIPs (Government =   

   
‘accepted connectivity. 

eben oie os ees of accu toca geez rac Fy 2 
/present 2s well as future communication needs. Likewise, OS! protocols support connectivity through a 

cig iaaaiukederd es) 

“TOPAP (Transmission Control Protocovntemet Proto) isthe common name ofa suite of protocols 
eee ee ee ee ee 

eer carer ioe eae on computers, 
one eee eae toner be 

BLU pep ed eee i open seeblnhra a depeee d 
distributed databases. TCP/IP also includes all necessary network service protocols ranging from name- 
to-address translation t6 network management, 
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‘Any protocol suite contains protocols which are mainly concemed about 
‘oanother; these protocols may bereferredtoas Intemetworking eae i 

{data is transparent to the application and, thus, to the end user. Intemetworking protocols recover from 

  

  

  

lost or duplicated data. In addition they relay data in complex network topologies and handle connectivity 

+ Implements the SNA protocol, onwhich products 
like $179G, 370 and SNADS are emulated. 

+ Supports up to 254 simuitaneous 3270, 3770 
‘and LUB.2 sessions on each SNA line. 

+ Emulates both PU 2.0 and PU 2.1. 
= NetViewis supported both as entry point ands 
service point 

= Theconnection possibilties are: Local modem, 
‘non-switched, dial-up, DATEXX.21 bisandX.21 
‘Short Hold Mode, X.25, Token Ring and Ether- 
ret 

+ Implements the service definition of the OSL 
“Transport Layer via standard UNIX TLI. 

= OSILAN Transport connects simutaneously to 
{wo LANs (Ethernet or Token Ring) and one 
WAN, 

+ OSIWAN Transport connects simultaneously to 
Up tocight WANs and two LANS (#X.25.0n LAN 
is desired). 

= OSIWAN Transport contains the X.25 protocol 
to.be used by OSI and other protocol suites 
Tequiring world-wide connectivity through a 
‘public packet switched network. 

= OSILAN Transport may be configured torun as 
aither an End System or as an intermediate 
System (router. 

+ Implemented in STREAMS for execution in the 
inteligent VO controler MIOC. 

= implements the suite of TOP/IP protocols. 
+ TheIntemetProtocol(P)is the universalnetwork 
protocol used by all TCP/IP transport protocols 
‘and applications. 

= IP.does not make any specific demands on the 
‘physical subnet. 

«= |Pis responsible forthe routing of data between 
the individual networks of an internet. 

= Maybe configuredto act as a gateway between 
all connected networks independent of type 
(LAN, WAN or sei lnes), 

= Two transport protocols are provided: TOP for 
cconnection-oriented and UDP for datagram- 

‘oriented communication. 
= SupermaxTCP may be executed in several YO 

processors (MIOCs) simultaneously. 
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1 With Supermax SNA the Supermaxis abe to 
operate both as a cluster controler and as a 
departmental computer. 

1 No previous knowledge ofthe Supermaxis 
requredatthe operating centreothemaintrame. 

1» Enables central management of Supermax 
Computers from NetView. 

1 OSI appications can be implemented using @ 
standardized transport provider interface and 

may beemployed on LANs as wel as on WANS. 
1 Its possible to route between two LANS or 
between LANs and WANS. 

1» The MOC handles the routine work associated 
wit internetworking. As the MIOC may be 
configured with two submodules, routing 

can be performed ently in the MIOC without 
involving the application processors, Tis i a 
cost-effective aematve to decicated routes. 

1» A Supermax. computer may contain several 
MIOCS to share the load of internetworking. 

This provides the Supermax computer wih a 
‘great capacity, aso for OS! communications, 

a Hfrunning as an intermediate System, OS! LAN 
“Transport handles sophisticated routing tables. 

1 The concept of ntemetworkng is fundamental 
to the design of TCP/IP. : 

1 Esoentialtonetworkingisacommon addressing 
scheme and network protocol the intemet 

Protocol (P), 
‘= Almost any interconnecting media maybe used. 
1» Theincreasing complexity of networkingisnota 
problem, as automatic dstributon of routing 
information greatly simplifies the concerns ofthe 
user. 

1 Appicatons in need ofthe serces of UDP 
conly do not generate the overhead ofthe more 
extensive TCP. As an example, the popular NFS 

protocol uses the services of UDP only. 
1 The capacity range of SupermaxTOP s very 
wide and may be talored to the actual need of 

the indvidual instalation  
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Emulates IBM 2270 type terminals and printers. 
‘Supports programming interface (HLLAP). 
‘Supports fle transfer between Supermax and 
the host computer. 
‘Supports the allocation of terminal sessions to 
[pre-defined LUs or groups of LUs. 
Supports Response Time Monitoring (RTM). 

User definable character conversion between 
EBCDIC and ASCIL 

User definable keyboard layout 
8 colours are supported on colour terminals. 

Screen copies can be redirected to ay printer 
‘or disk fle 
Emulates an IBM 3179-G Color Graphics Dis- 
play Station. 
Graphics hardcopies and text can be redirected 
to local laser printers and Caloomp plotters or 
to disk fles for later processing, 
‘Supports mouse as graphical input device. 

Emulates an IBM 4224 printer. 
‘Supports text data embedded within the SNA 
character stream. 
‘Supports text and vector graphics embedded 
within the inteligant Printer Data Stream (PDS). 
Graphics and text print data may be redirected 
toa disk fe orto one of 5 printer types. 

Gives access to host computers on an X.25 
network, 

‘Alows automatic call and login procedures. 
‘Allows predefinition of host descriptors and 
PAD parameter profi. 

Enables the Supermaxto beahost computeron 
‘an X25 network. 
Includes facities to log any access from the 
X.25 network. 
May be configured to allow access from certain 
X.25 addresses only. 
May be configured to sten on a certain 
subaddress only. 
Shares the 28 connection wth other X25- 
based products, 

Gives Supermaxterminals access toother com- 
puters. 
Gives access to the Supermax from terminals 
‘on other computers or terminal servers. 
(Optional support for predefined parameters 
‘such as terminal type, local or remote echo ete. 
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‘= Enables Supermax users to access andrun IBM 
‘mainframe applications. 

'= Users may at any ime switch between local 
‘Supermax ‘and 3270 applications. 

‘= Easy selection of destination printer for hardcopy. 

1 Enables Supermax userstoaocess BM graphical 
‘mainframe applications based on IBM's GDDM. 
1 Supports all peripheral units (terminal, printers 
and platters) for which Supermax GKS drivers, 
are implemented. 

1 Inexpensive PCs with graphics option can be 
Used as terminal devices. 

«= Alows text and graphics created on an IBM 
‘mainrame to be printed immediately on a 
‘graphics laser printer or plotter attached to the 
‘Supermax. 

‘= Supports all printers and plotters, i only a 
‘Supermax GKS driver is implemented. 

1= Offers world-wide connectivity to computers 
and databases. 

‘= Sharing the sameX.25 connection as otherX.25 
‘products, X.3 PAD is line-cost effective 

'= Offers connectivity to the Supermax from 
terminals world-wide. 

1= Gives security against unauthorized access. 
‘= Enables different services to be accessed on 
iferent subaddresses, 

1 Line-cost effective. 

1 Offers connectivity to almost al types of 
Computers from PCs to mainframes, 

1 Offers the same functionalty, user interface 
‘and configuration via any network supported by 
TCP/IP: LAN, seria ines and X26. 

1 Effective line utiization. 
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‘Network Terminal Controer. 
‘Connects asynchronous terminals and printers 
to Ethernet. 
Optional suppor for parallel printer. 

Provides the choice of TCP/IP Tenet or OS! 
terminal access to host computers. 

+ Configuration, software updates and 
troubleshooting are managed from the 
‘Supermax. 

1 Offers Ethemet connectivity for terminals and 
printers using standard protocols, 

1» Alows centralzed management and trouble- 
shooting from the Supermax. 

  

+ SNADS appication based on the Supemax 
SNADS programing intrtce. 

~ Integrates electronic mal systems onthe 
‘Supermax with mai systems on other UND 

‘computers and IBM or IBM compatible ompu- 
ters. 

~ Provides automatic transiaton between DCA 
and ASCII fies. 

= Uses the same communication ine 2s 32701 
‘SNA, S77O/SNA and SNA DIA. 

~ Fully compatibie with the 1984 X.400 Message 
Server, 

= Includes Message Transfer Agent, Reliable 
‘Transfer Server and ISO Sessions Basic Activity 
Subset 

= Integrates electronic mail systems on the 
Supamaxvih mal estas on cher ets 

ing X.400. 
‘Provides full support of P1 and P2 protocols. 
= Offers an object-oriented C programming inter- 

face. 

+ Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. 
+ Enables the exchange of electronic mall with 
virtually all other systems, 

+ Performs electronic mail transfer. 
= Can be used via iteraly any network available 

(TCPAP, X.25, modem lines, TTY ines etc,) 
+ The transfer protocol is automaticaly selected 
‘to match the network used. 

= May use indirect connections passing other 
hosts on the way. 

18 Alows Supermax Mailusers to operate on equal 
terms with e.g. DISOSS users in an electronic 
small system. 

1» May operate asa gateway between a SNADS 
‘network and the global UCP network, thus 
‘opening the two worlds to one another. 

1 Uses UN Mail andis, thus, able to integrate all 
‘mail systems with UNIX Mal interfaces, € 9 
Unipex. 

1» Provides world-wide messaging capabilty, 
integrating pubic and private electronic mall 
services. 

1» Secures reliable message transfer va automatic 
routing and tracking. 

1» Supports recovery and re-ransmission of 
‘messages in case of line faire. 

1» Minimizes transmission costs by optimizing 
routesand minimizing copies ofmessagesinthe 
network. 

15 Uses UND Mal andis, thus, able to integrate all 
mai systems with UNX Mal interfaces, €.9- 

Uniplex. 

1» Uses UNX Mall andi, thus, abe to integrate all 
mail systems with UNKX Mal interfaces, e.9. 

Unipiex. 
1 Offers the same functionality and configuration 
via any network supported by TCP/IP, presently 
LAN, serial nes and X25. 

1 Effective line utiization. 

1» May transfer mail across the world via telephone 
fi ines. 

1 Using TOPAP, it makes a very fast and reliable 
mai transfer system. 

1» By use of UCP for al mail transfer ines, users 
‘get a uniform and easly managed mail system. 
1 Uses UNIX Mail andis, thus, able tointegrate all 
mail systems with UNKX Mai interfaces, €.9. 

Uniplex. 

 



    

Emulates anIBM3777 REmodel3 workstation, 
‘Accepts any user terminal as a console monitor. 
‘Alows up to 32 simultaneous 3770/SNA RIE 

users. 
‘The screen is divided into parts for message 
display and commands. 
‘Session activtyis logged, and thelog fle can be 
Sorolled on the soreen. 

Data can be redirected to any fle or 3770 
Peripheral device. 
Can be executed as a remote job. 
User defined command fies. 
‘Background processing, 
Data compression. 
‘Automatic conversion between EBCDIC and 
ASCIL 

‘Alows transfer of text fes and binary fies 
between the Supermax and an IBM mainframe. 
‘Conforms to the IBM 3270-PC Fie Transfer 
‘Standard (INDSFILE).. 
‘Optional extension to 3270/SNA, 3179G/SNA 
‘and 3270/SNA API. 

Fle Transfer, Access and Management - a true 
(OS1 application used to transfer fies orto 
‘access and manage fles on remote systems. 
‘Standard UNIX login IDs and passwords must 
'be supplied before fles can be accessed. 
May be configured to alow access to certain 
remote systems only. 
‘A database keeps track ofthe attrbutes of 
lncoming files before the attributes are 
‘mapped to UNI fle attributes. 
Offers the same services on LANs and WANs. 

Fle Transfer Protocol 
Enables the exchange of fies with vitually all 
ther systems. 

‘Standard UNKK login Ds and passwords must 
be supplied belore fles can be acoessed. 
Includes facities to mt the remote access 

‘0 local fies. 
Includes faites to log any access from 

‘emote hosts. 
(Offers the same services on LAN and WANS. 

‘Assystem for fe transfer and remote execution. 
Gan utzeiterally any network available 
(TCPAP, X25, modem lines, TTY lines etc) 
Batch-oriented ina store and forward manner. 

‘The transfer protocol is automaticaly selected 
‘to match the network used. 
‘May use indirect connections passing other 
hosts on the way. 
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1» Allows a Supermax user to initiate programs on. 
‘an IBM host computer and to transfer fles 
‘between the host computer and a Supemax. 

15 Userriendly operation via menus. 
15 Whereas a standard 3770 workstation supports 
‘upto 6 simultaneous data streams, a Supermax 
supports up to 32 simuttaneous 3770/SNA RJE 
emulators, each of them with its own data 
stream. 

1» Permits easy file transfer and causes minimum 
software requirements on the mainframe. 

1» Since all mejor vendors and user organizations 
‘are committed to the OSI de jure standards, 
TAM promises a widespreacconnectiiy. 

1» Gives securty against unauthorized aocess. 
1 Afi can be stored and retrieved without the 
attributes being distorted due to the mapping 
1 The functionality is avaiable for high-speed 
local applications as well as world-wide use. 

1s The de facto standard for le transfer. 
1s Gives secunty against unauthorized access. 
1 Offers the same functional, user interface 

{and configuration via any network supported by 
‘TCPAP, presently LAN, serial lines and X25. 

  

Avaliable forall UNDX- and many other systems, 
including PCs. 

1 Enables the transfer of fles aoross the world 
via the telephone net. 

‘= A very flexible and reliable system. 
1 Moves large quantities of data unattended. 

1» Offers a uniform interface for fle transfer 
independently of the network used, 

 



  

      
    
DOCUMENT INTERCHANGE 

  

vis that documents (and: 

+ Programrring too), €.9. for wring programs. 
‘which can read the contents of central DISOSS 
libraries. 

+ Emulates IBM's Document interchange 
‘Architecture as SRN Source/Recipient Node). 

= Based on LU6.2 API. 
= Supports document distribution services, 
‘document library services, application 
‘processsing services and session services. 

= Crprogram interface on DIA Verb level. 
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1» DiAisthe IBM document interchangemethodin 
the IBM office system DISOSS, enabling 
‘Supermax users tohandle DISOSS documents. 

  

and OS/2 PCs. 
= Makes the LP spool printers on the Supermax 
accessible for DOS and OS/2 PCs. 

= Supports TCP/IP and OS! standard protocols. 

Snr + Network File System, 
+ Enables the Supermax to share fles with any 
other computer supporting NFS. 

~ Includes facies to limit remote access to 
Certain users and groups. 

= The Supermax also works as a PO-NFS server, 
allowing PCs to share fies with the Supermax 
‘and to use its printer spooling facility. 

= Uses TCP/IP protocols. 

Praca Uo) 

= Enablesthe Supermaxto be af serverfor DOS « 1s Recognized as an industry standard Network 
(Operating System (NOS) for PCs. 

1 Facitates streamlined integration of local PC 
‘applications with Supermax applications. 

‘= NFS is the de facto standard for cistributed fle 
systems. 

1s The majority of UNIX systems and a majority of 
other systems are supporting NFS. 

1» Provides the easiest and most transparent way 
(of data sharing in a network. 

‘= Users nether have to know network addresses 
‘nor machine names. 

‘= Due to stateless design, NFS is very insenstive 
‘tocrashes on both the cient and the server side. 

  

= Enables PCs to use the Supermax as a fle and 
printer server. 

+ Integrates the DOS, 05/2 and UNIX operating 
systems. 

= Supports TCP/IP and OS! standard protocols. 
= Incorporates LAN Manager technology from, 
ATS and Microsoft. 

  

‘= Simplifies the system administrator's tasks by 
Centralizing backup and software/data updating. 
1 Facilitates streamined integration of ocal PC 
‘applications with Supermax applications. 

1= Provides the foundation for clent/server-based 
‘applications. 

‘= Recognized
 

as an industry standard for PCLAN 
systems, 
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= Provides terminal access for PCs, hereby 
‘enabling the Supermax to be an application 

server. 
= Enables userstorun SsessionsontheSupemax. 
via one terminal connection. 

= Multiplexes printing to a printer connected to 
the PC. 

= Connects via the COM port or a LAN adapter. 
= Modem support with auto dal by use of the 
COM! port 

= Supports NetBIOS, TCP/IP Telnet and OS! ter- 
‘minal access to host computers by use of aLAN 
adapter. 

+ Interoperable wih LAN MenagerX. 

= Connects applications runring on one compu- 
ter with ORACLE database servers on other 
‘computers. 

= POs are functioning as cfents, larger machines 
‘as ORACLE servers. 

= APC application program can access ORACLE 
‘databases on mini- and mainframe computers. 

Peau manson 

  

foie sai ie repeater eee 
Office System Nodes (OSN) 

~ rong trap AP sed by SNADS 
applications writen in C. 

= Based on Supermax LU6.2 APL 
= Part of Common Communications Support in. 
SSAA (Systems Application Architecture) 

+ Uses the same communications ine as 6270! 
‘SNA, S77O/SNA and SNA DIA. 

= Connects applications to any ORACLE data- 
‘base on the network. 

= Database servers can access data from other 
database servers at remote sites. 

= Transparent to users and applications where 
data are physically stored. 

= Data/transaction integrity in client/server 
‘configurations across the network. 

= Atransaction may aocess data which are 
‘physically spread across several databases. 

a 

1 Facitatestheintegraio oflocal PCapplcations 

18 Needs only one connection for both terminal 
access and pining 

1 Enablesusersto tiizecheap processing power 
‘on PCs for applications. 

18 Permits the usage of computing resources and 
‘cost-effective storage on server machines. 

18 Alows access to corporate data from PCs all 
‘across the network 

  

1= Enables distribution ofall kinds of documents 
‘and files in a network in a store and forward 
manner, 

1s As SNADS isa part of SAA, products based on, 
‘SNADS willbe compatible with future IBM 
applications. 

1 Permits distribution ofa parts ofa central 
database to computers, where storage and 
computing powers avalable. 

18 Alows users to move database data to other 
‘computers without re-wrting applications. 

‘= Alows local applications to use and maintain 
‘corporate data. 

1s Enables you to balance the load of database 
‘servers and cents across the network. 

1s Permits PCs to run application programs 
‘connecting to database servers on larger com- 
puters. 
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Programs running on diferent computers may sometimes have to exchange data with one another. This 
came! oF ver a network ‘by using a program-torogram ‘may be done over a 

‘communication fact. 

+ Appliction Program Interface for 
S270/SNA. : 

= Compliant withthe IBM HLLAP! standard. 
~ Permits data entry, use of PF keys, reading and 
validation ofa 3270 soreen image, and fle 
transter. 

+ Comprises a set of brary routines to be called 
from a utity program, 

~ Alows a utity program to have upto 12 
simuitaneous 3270 sessions, 

~ Establishes program-to-program connection, 
‘synchronisation and data interchange between 
[programs in an SNA network. 

= Supports Control Operator Verb Interface and 
Basic and Mapped Conversation Verb Interface 
through parallel sessions. 

+ C programming interface. 

= TLi (Transport Layer intertace) offers a protocol 

Ae eee 
= Sockets offer a protocol-ndependent pro- 
‘gramming interface defined by the Univesity 
of Berkeley. 

= THis used on OS! or TCPAP protocols. 
= Sockets are used on TCP/IP protocols. 

= Offers integration of Sunermax with distributed 
PC applications via OS! protocols. 

+ Uses a broadcast-based name-resolution 
protocol 

+ Definedby the user organization TOP (Technical 
‘and Office Products). 

= NetBIOS via TCP/IP offers integration of 
‘Supermax with distributed PC applications. 

+ Provides named pipes and maislot application 
programming interface (API) for bulking 

distributed applications. 
= Supports distributed applications based on 
Ramed pipes and maiisot communication. 

= Supports TCP/IP and OSI standard protocols. 
Incorporates LAN Manager technology from 
ATST andMicrosott. 
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1» Maybe used oautomatize270sessionstothe 
host computer. Hence, sessions are not user- 
operated but program controled. 

1 The products supped with sample programs 
in order to facitate the use of the APL 

1 With LUG2 API tis possible to implement 
stbuted applications. 

1 LUB.2 API makes it possible to write Supermax. 
‘APEC programs which can communicate with 
WUB.2 programs on other systems, 9. 
DISOSS or user-witten LUB.2 programs. 

18 TU/or Sockets allow the user to implement his 
‘own network applications using TCP/IP or OSI. 

1s Sockets are used and implemented on almost 
al systems running TCP/IP. 

1» Applications using TL or Sockets are widely 
portable. 

1= OSI NetBIOS can be used by LAN Manager/X. 
1s Several vendors support the TOP specifications. 

‘Minimizes the need for configuration and hides 
‘numerical addresses from the user. 

1» The de facto standard for running NetBIOS via 
standard OS! protocals. 

‘Several vendors support NetBIOS over TCPIP. 
18 NetBIOS via TCP/IP can be used by LAN 

ManagedX. 

1 Recognized.as anindustry standard for CLAN, 

  

systems. 
1 Failtates streamined integration of local PC 

appications and Supermax applications. 
1» Provides the foundation for clent/server-based 

appications.. 

 



  

     

Pocnm enemy corp 
‘growing numbers and size, the management of client/server models and networks has 

task, thus creating the need for a standardized network management 
ser He orien, Denese port eeteey Oe ae carey) 

+ Alows supenision and management of a 
Supermaxcin an SNA network. 

+ InNetView the Supermakisboth an entry point” 
and a ,servce point’. The hosts a focal 
point" fo which problems are reported. 

+ ThemostfrequentUNX commands areincluded 
ina host-based menu system, 

= A programming interface (AP) is supported. 
+ The same facies as in e.g. IBM 3174, IBM 
‘System/36 and IBM APPC/PC are supported. 

+ Integrated with SOS (Supermax System Super- 
vision. 

+ Simple Network Management Protocol, 
+ Manages TCP/IP-based networks. 
= Alows monitoring of status and statistics 
from a remote management station. 

= lows configuration ofall pertinent parameters 
from a remote management station. 

‘= NetView is the comerstone ofthe IBM solution 
for supervision and management of SNA 
‘networks, equalizing the Supermax with any 
‘other SNA equipment. 

‘= Apart from registering problems, NetView also 
‘prevents operational failures, such as insufi- 

‘Gent storage capacity or CPU overload. 
‘= No new/special routines are required. 

‘= ASUNDX commands can be chosen from a 
menu system on the host, NetView 
‘operators need not be familar with UNIX. 

1= SNMP is the de facto standard for the manage- 
‘ment of TOP/P networks. 

1a Easy management of SupemmaxTOP and other 
‘network components, e.g. bridges and routers, 
from any SNMP-based management station. 

Peripheral Devices 
ducer _ eS ere eae 

opera Ges cae a eee e 

= Display terminals for text and graphics 8 Plotters: 
= X terminals = Modems 
‘= PCs and PC attachments ‘= Multiplexers 
1m Laser printers = Bar code scanners: 
‘8 Matrix printers 1a Cash register equipment 
1g Ink-jet printers = Accessories 
8 Line printers 1s Uninterruptable Power Supply systems (UPS) 
1= Postscript printers (B/WV and colour) 
1 Ticket printers 
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‘= LAN equipment (repeaters, transceivers, 
bridges etc), 

 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
      
  

  

                
  

Supermax Cabinets 

‘Supermax ‘Supermax 
24 12 

‘Maximum 
Configuration 

= VO Modules 18 10 4 2 0 eed We eee elt 1s 3 
+ Inteligent Units 16 Wt 5 3 0 

Mass Storage 
Winchester Disk 

Drives: 

~ Half-height (HH) 16 8 6 2 32 
=Full-height (FH) 8 4 3 1 16 

Front Mounted 
Peripherals: 
+ Half-height (HH) 8 8 4 4 4 
= Fullteight (FH) 4 4 2 2 2 

++ 2XFH+HH 8 8 4 4 4 

Input Power 
Requirements: 
= Voltage V 400 2N +15% = . * 400 2N 415% 

230 £15% 230.+15% | 230215% 230 +15% 230 +15% 
= Current A 2x6 . : : 2X2 

12 6 3 re 4 

Environmental 
Requirements 
= Temperature 10- 35°C 10- 35°C 10- 35°C. 10- 35°C. 10- 35°C 
+ Humidity 20-80% 20-80% 20-80% 20-80% 20 - 80% 

Physical 
Dimensions 
+ Height 890mm 890mm 890mm 680mm. 890mm 

‘+ Width 550mm ‘650mm 280mm 260mm 280mm. 
~~ Depth 140mm 840mm 850mm 650mm 850mm 

= Weight (max.) 220kg 160kg 110kg 45kg 135kg 

Electro Magnetic] The Supermax is designed to meet the requirements specified in VDE 0871 
Compatibility Class B and FCC part 15 subpart J class B. 

Safety ‘The Supermax is designed to meet the requirements specified in IEC 950, ; 
EN 60950 and UL 1950. } 

’ 
|Max. Disk Capacity] | 

= Internal 12.8Gb. 64Gb 48Gb 1.6 Gb 25.6Gb 
Exe >160G> | >70G> | >50 - 7 { 

Max. SPEC 425.0 66.1 339 i74 i 
| Thruput: (8. CPUs) (4.CPUs) | 

Max. number of | 

mace | 
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Group headquarters: 
Dansk Data Elektronik A/S. 
Heriev Hovedgade 199, 
0K 2730 Here, Denmark 
Tel (+45) 42 84 50 11. Fax: (+45) 42.84 5220 

Danish sales offices: 
Dansk Data Elektronik A/S 
Vindingve| 20, 
1DK:7100Veje, Denmark 
Tek: (+45) 75 7226 00. Fax: (+45) 7572.27 76. 
Dansk Data Elektronik A/S 
Lucerneve,Kiokkerhol, 
10K 9320 Hialerup, Denmark 
Tk (+45) 98-28 45 44, Fa (+45) 98 28 45 65 

International subsidiaries: 
DDE Sverige AB 
Kanalvagen 12-194 61 Upplands Vsby, Sweden 
Tek (+46) 760 74040. Fa: (+46) 760 74485. 
DDE Norge A'S 
Swowlstkta t 
Postbox 6437, Eterstad 
'N-0605 Oslo Norway 
Toh (+47) 2672267 Fax: (+47) 2672216. 
DDE Great Britain Limited 
2.4 Oxtord Road, Newbury 

Berishire RGIS 1PA, England 
Te: (+44) 635 550909 Fax: (+44) 635 850900 
DDE Belgium NV. 
Excelsonaan 45 
8.1930 Zaventem, Belgium 
"ek (+32) 2725 1225 Fax: (+32) 2 726 0906. 
Dansk Data Elektronik S.A 

‘Comte o'Urgelr° 240, 6-8 
€-080136 Barcelona, Spain 
Tl (+34) 34301619. Fax: (+34) 3 4907956. 
Dansk Data Elektronik Italia Sr, 
Via Cant 29 
|:20082 Cinisllo Balsamo (Ml), aly 
Tek: (+39) 2 6601438. Fax: (+39) 2 66014360. 
Dansk Data Elektronik (NZ) Limited 
598 Main Steet 
Palmerston North, New Zealand 
Te (+68) 6356 1544 Fax (+64) 6357 1522 

International sales offices: 
DDE Sales Office France 
6 Parc de Noailes 
78100 Saint Germain en Lay, Fance 
Tak (+33) 1 99 73.03 13. Fax (+33) 1 9973.03 13. 
DDE Sales Office Asia/Pacific 
‘3th Foy, Technology Resources Tower 
1618 Jalan Ampang, 
50450, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Te (+60) 32622852, Fax: (+60) 22622855. 

‘Supermax i aegistered trademark of Dansk Data 
Elektronik AS. 
LUNIKs a registered trademark of ATA. 
Allther product names, rademarks or registred trade- 
‘mars inthe text belong to ther respective owners. 
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